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The conference ~as organized by G. Faltings (Bonn), G. Harder (Bonn) and
N. Katz (Princeton). The talks presented results in Arithmetic Geometry. The fields
that were covered include Arakelov theory, arithmetic of moduli spaces, motivic
questions and p-adic cohomology. Free time was left for discussions between parti
cipants.
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Abstracts ;,
'~J .. '

V .G.- Berk';vich Vanishing cycles for formal schemes
.,JIWI-"tetk be ac5mplete discrete valuation field, kO its ring of integers, k its residue field.

X is a formal scheme over kO which is a locally finite union of affine formal schemes
of the form Spf(kO{T1 , • •• , Tn}[[Slt ... , Smll/a). Let X, its closed fibre and X'1 its
generic fibre (a k-analytic space). We construct nearby cycles and vanishing cycles
functors 8 : X;;-~t ~ X:;Wet and tP'I : X;et ~ Xiet·
Theorem 1: Let X be a scheme of finite type over a henselian DV R with the
completion kO and Y a subscheme of kO. Then for any abelian etale constructible
sheaf on X" with torsion prime to char(k) there are canonical isomorphisms

where :t/y is the pullback of :F on the generic fibre of the formal completion i/y
of X along y. .
Theorem 2: Let A = Z/nZ, (n, chark) = 1. Given X.'/Y' and X./Y as above, the
re exists an ideal of definition I' of X' /y' such that for any pair of morphisms
'P,1/J : X' /y' ~ i/y th~t coincide modulo I' one has 9Q('P) = 99 (1/;), q ~ o.

P. Berthelot Finiteness and Poincare duality
Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0, V a Cohen ring of k, K = Frac(V). To any
eouple Z C X where X is aseparated k-seheme of finite type, and Z is a closed
subset of X, we can associate functorily the following K-vector spaces:

B~,rig(X)

H~(X)

rigid cohomology groups of X with support in Z ,

rigid eohomology groups of X with compact supports.

Using de Jong's theorem and comparison to crystalline eohomology in the proper
and smooth case, we ean prove:
Theorem 1: a) Ir X is smooth, H~.rig(X) is finite dimension for alt Z.
b) H;(X) is finite dimensional for all X.
Theorem 2: Let k' be an extension of k, V ~ V' an extension of their Cohen rings,
[(' = Frac(V'), X' = k' ®Ic X, Z' = k' ®Ic Z. Then:
a) Ir x is smooth, [(' ~K H~,rig(X) -=+ H~"rig(X').

b) For any X, [(' ®K H~(X) ---=4 H;(X').
Theorem 3: Let X, Y be two separated k-schemes of finite type, Z C X, T C Y
closed subsets. Then:
a) If X, Y are smooth, $i+j:n H~,rig(X)@K H},rig(Y) ~ H~xT.rig(X x Y). e
b) For any X, Y : Eai+i=n H;(X) @K H~(Y) ~ H~(X x Y).
Theorem 4: Let X be smooth, Z C X closed. There exists a ca.nonical isomorphism
(with dirn X = n)
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D. Blasius Periods 0/ Abelian Varieties
(joint work with M. Barorio)
For an algebraic variety X over Q, let Rx be the ring generated over Q by (21Ti)-l
and a1l periods p = f.., w where W E HiJn (X) is an algebraic de Rham eohomolo
gy dass and '"Y is a topological homology class of Xc. Let ®AR X be the Tanna
kian category of motives for absolute Hodge cycles generated by X. Let WB and
WDn : ®AH X --+ {Q-vector spaces} be the topological and aJgebraic de Rham fibre
functors, with @-automorphism groups Q: and g~R. Let pX be the gi-torsor of
~ isomorphisms of WB to WDR. The eanonicaJ comparison isomorphism between
the above cohomologies defines a point 100 E px (C). One conjectures: 100 is Q
generic, Le. a) an elements of Q(pX ] are defined at 100 , and b) the evaluation map
eVloo : Q(PX) --+ C is an isomorphism onto Rx .

Suppose now that 1l is the eategory of all abelian varieties over Qwhose Mumford
Tate group eontains no fa.ctor, over R, of type D~. Let C M be the eategory of abelian
varieties of C M type defined over Q. We have a surjection p 1l

--+t peM. We prove:
Let P' -+t peM be another such torsor and su ppose.~ ...::..... P~. Then there exists
a g:-equivariant isomorphism of P' with p1l, commuting with the projections to
pCM. The torsorspCM and Pa may be explicitly described.

J.B. Bost A Le/schetz theorem for arithmetic surJaces
The classical Lefschetz theorem asserts that, if D is an effective ample divisor on
a smooth projective eonnected surface X over an algebraieally closed field, then D
is eonnected and, for any geometrie point 7] of D, the map 1TdD, 7]) --+ 1fl(X, 1}) is
ooto.

Now, let !( oe a number field, OK its ring of integers, and 1r : X --+ Spec OK
an integral normal arithmetic variety, projective over Spec OK, with geometrically
connected fibres. Let D c X an effective divisor, s.t. D K =F 0, and let n C X(C) an
open neighbourhood of IDI (C) in X(C) such that, for any u : K -+ C, Xa (C) \ n has
a non-empty intension. We denote by 9v,n the equilibrian potential associated to D
and O. The Arakelov divisor Do = (D,9D,0) is said to be nef if, for any irreducible
component c of D, hiJo(c) ~ O.
Theorem: Ir Dn is nef, 1fo(lDI(C») ~ 1t"o(fl) and any connected component of n is·
simply connected, then D is connected. and, for any geometrie point 1] of D the map
tri (D, 7]) --+ 1fl (.~, 1]) is onto.

This theorem extends same earlier work of Ihara, and is proved using the Hodge
index theorem on arithmetic surfaces. It may be used to give explicit examples of
arithmetic surfaces with trivial fundamental group.

A. Goncharov Multiple polylogarithms, cyclotomy and cusp {orms
1. Multiple (-values (Euler):

1
«ni, ... , n,) = L kni • • k~t (ni> 1)

O<kl< ...<k, 1 • • . I

Let Z be the Q-vector space generated by these numbers in R.

w .- nt + ... + ne : the weight,

.- the depth.

Let .1"(3,5, ... ) be the free graded Lie algebra generated by e3, es, ... ; deg e2n+l =
-(2n + 1).
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Conjecture: a) the weight provides a grading on Z.
b) Z. S!! Q[1r 2

] l2> [UF(3, 5, ... )J* (*)
Motivic interpretation: «nI, ... , n,) are periods of mixed Tate motives over
Spee Z. The conjecture means that all such periods are given by «nt, ... , nl)'s.
Theorem: dirn Zw ~ dirn (weight w part of r.h.s of (*» .

r- 1 ••••.Z'·,
2. epn}, ... ,n,(Xt, ... ,x,) = LO<kl<"'<Jc,~.

We study cIlt,I(X, y) when xN = yN = 1
1

~~d prove that when N is prime, the spaee
of "rnotivic" {~111«(~'(~)} has dimension

(N - l)(N - 3)= 2 . 2 . 2 - dirn (space of cusp forms for r 1 (N)) .

o. Gabber Non-negativity o/Intersection Cycles
Let R be a regular loeal ring, M, N f.g. R-modules s.t. M®nN is offinite length and
X(M, N) := Li(-l)qg(Tor~(M,N)). Serre proved that dirn M + dirn N :S dirn R
and that X(M, N) ~ 0 when R is equaJ characteristic or unramified.
Theorem: X(M, N) ~ 0 when R is famified.
The proof uses de Jong's result on. alterations, see expose Bourb,aki J uin 1996 of
P. Berthelot. It is not known for R ramified if dirn M +dirn N = dirn R implies that
X(M,N) > O.

Let X be a Noetherian scheme and :F a eoherent sheaf on X. We say that :F is
weakly generated by its sections if there is a proper surjective map Y 2+ X S.t. for aB
x E X there exists Y E p-l(X) S.t. k(x) ~ k(y) and a filtration 0 = Qo C Ql C ... C
gm = :Fy by coherent subschems s.t. for aB 0 ~ i < m and y E Y , r(y, gi+l/gi)
generates

Im (9i+l~(I/) --) FIc(y»/ Im (gi~(I/) ---+ .rk(y») .

For X universally catenary with a dimension function 8 one defines CHp(X)
EB Z/ (rational equivalenee). Let CHp(X)+ be the submonoid of cJasses of effee-
rEX

6(r)::p

tive eycles.
Theorem 2: For I: loeally free of rank r andweakly generated by its sections on X
equipped with 6 as above, E == Spec Sym E- and SE : X ~ E the zero section, we
have for all p , SE CHp(E)+ C CHp_r(X)+. This generalizes Fulton, Intersection
Theory Th. 12.1, where sE is defined using an extension of loe. eit. Th. 3.3.
Theorm 3: Ir X -+ S is smooth with S regular and quasi-affine and SXIS =
Horn Ink/s, Ox) is weakly generated by its sections, then for every regular subsche
me Y C X the normal bundle of X along Y is weakly generated. by its sections (on
Y).
Theorem 4: For X -+ S as in theorem 3 with X separated and S of finite type
over an excellent Dedekind ring, if Y, Z a.re effective cycles on X of codimensions
r, S, the intersection produet (in the sense of GiHet/Soule) Y . Z E C Hr~~JzJ {X)Q is
represented by an effeetive cycle with rational coefficients.
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A. Huber Motivic Polylogarithm and Cyclotomic Elements
(joint work with J. Wildeshaus)
based on: Beilinson/Deligne: Motivic Polylogarithm and Zagier conjecture ~ 91
Theorem: Let d ~ 2, n ~ 1 , I{ ::: Q(J.'d) ~ C, « H e2Jrild); C =Spec OK [~]

There exists a (unique) map

!n : {primitive d-th roots of unity} -+ Hl.t(C, n) := K 2n -.(C)Q

such that
a) far r'H = Hlt(C, n) -+ HlH(Ca/R,JR(n)) =EBo:K,-+c(C/(21ri)ä)+
r'H!(w)o = - Lin(uw) = - Elf> 1 Cu;}" (Beilinson, Neukireh, Esnault).
b) for I prime and r,: Hlt(C,n) -+ H1ont.(Spec K,Q,(n»

( )

G(K(lilco)/K)e c I~K(ItI~)"/K(ItI~}"lr 0z,<Mn-l)

r'!n(w) = (_1)n-1 d-- 1 /n-l)! (Ea,,.=w[1- 0'] ~ (ad)0n
-

1
)rEN (Soule/Deligne elements).

Cor.: (Bloch-Kato) n ~ 2.
The Bloch-Kato conjecture is true up to powers of 2 for the motive Q(n) (Le. pre-
diction of «n) by homological data). ;~ "
Proof: B-K: n even and Thm- ~ n odd. " ",
The theorem is praved by constructing a universal polylog in motivic cohomology
which specializes to systems « -})n ln (w» at roots of unity w.

U. Jannsen A higher-dimensional analogue 0/ the Brauer-Hasse-Noether se-
quence
We prove tbe following result, conjectured. by K. Kato. Let ]( be a number field and
let X be a smootb projective geometrically connected variety over K. Abbreviate
B i

(](, j) := Hi (1(, QjZ(j)), the Galois cohomology of QjZ(j) := l~Jl~;. There is

"
a complex (homological mutation) in degrees d to 0, where d = dirn X:

c (X) : H d+2 (/((X), d+ 1) ~ Ef.1 H d
+

1(k (x), d) -+ ...
rEXd _l

-+ EB H 3(k(x),2) --+ EB H 2(k(x), 1) .
zEX. Z:EXo

Here Xi is the set of points x E X of dimension i. Let Hi(X) :== Hi(C(x».
Theorem: The restriction maps C(X) --+ C(Xu ) to the corresponding complexes
for Xv = X XK K v, where !(u is the completion of K at the place v, induce" isomor
phisms H,(X)~ EBv Hi(Xu ) 1 i:f 0, and an exact sequence
0-+ Ho(X) --+ EBu Ho(Xv) -+ Q/Z -+ o.
For X = Spec [( (d = 0) this gives back the Brauer-Hasse-Noether exact sequence.

A.J. de J ong Homomorphisms 0/ p-divisible groups in equicharacteristic p
Let 0 be a discrete valuation ring and let /( denote its fraction field. Let G, H be
p-divisible groups over Spec (0).
Theorem: Homo(G, H)~ HomK(GK , HK)'
This theorem was proved by J. Tate in the case char(/() = O. The talk deals with
the proof in the case char(l() = p. The theorem is deduced from a theorem on ho
momorphisms of nondegenerated F-crystals: the functor F-crys /0 -+ F-crys /!{ is
fully faithfull. This amounts to proving convergence of certain power series.
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In the talk the following conjecture was posed: Let F :) Fp be a finitely gene
rated field extension, let X be an abelian variety over F aod eonsider the Galois
representation

for sorne 0 ~ r $ dirn X.
Conjecture: Px is serni-simple.

G. Kings Eisenstein symbols and polylogarithms
Generalizing ideas of Bloeh and Beilinson we construet symbols in the ](-theory of
Ale = A Xs ••• Xs A, where S is the moduli space of g-dimensional abelian varieties
with level N -structure aod which are principally polarized. Let V = A[N], then we
obtain a map from Hit (V, 0)° (~ Q[V(S)]O, elements in the group algebra of \/(5)
of degO) to H~-l(A \ V,g). Let U := A \ V, then cup-product gives a. map (k ~ 1)

Eie : (Q[V(S)]0)0 1e+l -+ H~g-l)(Ic+1)(UIe+l, g(k + ~)) .

The problem is to get back to the [(-theory of Ale. This we do proving a. very technical
proposition splitting a certain localization sequence in K-theory. The same techni
que allows us to construet an element in K -theory which has tbe extension classes
of J. ·Wildeshaus' polylog as realizations. One ean write down a formula for these
classes in terms of the Eisenstein-symbol. The realization of the Eisenstein symbol
itself turns out to be related to a resudual Eisenstein series in H~9-I(S(C), Sym le Vc )
where V is the standard representation of G SP2g.

L. Lafforgue Sur La degenerescence des chtoucas de Drin/eid
La notion de polygone canonique de Harder-Narasimhan permet d'ecrire de f~on

"naturelle" les champs Cht r classifiant les chtoucas de rang r comme des reunions
filtrantes d'ouverts de type fini. On presente ici une compactifieation modulaire lisse
de chacun de ees ouverts.

On rappelle qu'un chtouea de rang r sur un schema S eonsiste eD la donnee de:
- un fibre E sur X x S localement libre de rang r;

- une modification (E 4 E' ~ i") de i;
- un isomorphisme TE = (Idx x Frobs t i ~ t".
L' idee consäste a elargir la definition eo rempl~ant l'isomorphisme T E~ i" par
un "homomorphisme complet" .

On ecrit pOllr chaque compactifie une decomposition eo strates associees aux _
differentes partitions r = rl +rl +.. .+rk de l'entier r. Chaque strate 5' identifie essen- .,
tiellement aune reunion de composantes connexes de Chtr1 xxChtr'J Xx •.• xxChtr".

G. Laumon On the Jundamentallemma Jor unitary groups
Let F be a non archimedian loeal field and let us coosider "the" unitary group G =
U(nl + n2) in nl +n2 variables over Fand its endoscopic group H = U(ntl x U(n2).
Let T = Tl X T2 C H be the elliptic maximal torus which is given by two total
ly ramified extensions EI and E2 of F of degree nl and n2. Let 'Y E G(F) be a
G-regular semi-simple element which comes from same semi-simple elliptic element
o= (01,82) E T(F) C H(F). Langlands and Shelstad have conjectured that
(*) SOr (IKH) = 6(8, 'Y)O~(lK).

From now on let us assume that F is of equal characteristic p > o. Using the
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lattice interpretation of orbit integrals we can reformulate (*) as an equality
(**) IXI+(k)I-IX-(k)1 =€qntYdk)1 X IY2(k)l
where X+, X-, Yl and Y2 a.re projective varieties over the rec;idue field k of F, € is a
sign, q =Uk and n is some integer.

In a joint work with M. Rapoport we conjecture that (*.) holds after having
replaced k by any finite extension k,. of k and we prove it in some special cases
(ni ~ n2 and the "conductor" of <SI is zero, so that Yl = Spec (k)) when r = [k,. : k]
is even.

s. Mochizuki The Intrinsie Hodge Theory 0/ p-adic Hyperbolic Curoes
In this talk, we surveyed various recent results concerning tbe "intrinsic Hodge theo
ry" (IHT) of a Jradic hyperbolic curve. Dur hyerbolic curve XK will always be over a
finite extension !( of Qp. By "intrinsic Hodge theory" , we mean a theory that allows
one to reconstruct either tbe curve XK itself or its moduli from the algebraic 1ft of
X K (together with it augmentation 1r I (XK) -+ r K to r K, the ~bsolute Galois grou p
of ](). After discussing the IHT of hyperbolic curves over C and of abelian varieties,
we surveyed hoth the modular and physical aspects of the IHT of p-adic hyperbolic
curves. Here, the "modular aspect" consists essentially of a theory for the moduli of
hyperbolic curves which is analogous to the theory of Serre-Tate parameters of or~i:"
nary abelian varieties. The "physical aspect" consists of a Grothendieck-conjectur~

type result that allows one to reconstruct thc nonconstant SK-valued prints of X K

(where SK is a smooth variety over ]() from 1r1-theoretic information.

T. Oda Branching rule 0/ representations 0/ real semisimple Lie groups and its
arithmetic application
Branching rule is the description of the decomposition of a (unitary) irreducible re-·
presentation of a (Lie) group when it is restricted to a closed subgroup.
1. (joint work with T. Kobayashi) Hodge component of certain modular symbols on .
some Shimura varieties:
Let G = SOo(2n, 2), l( a maximal compa.ct subgroup, r a cocompact discrete sub
geoup, V = r \ GIK. There is a. universal cohomology dass TJ of type (n, n) in~.

n
H 2

n (V, C) orthogonal to n- th wedge product /\ K, of the Kähler dass K.. Let H y G
be a subgroup of G isomorphie to SOo(2n, 1) s.t. H n r is eoeompact and discrete
in Hand Hnl( a maximal compact. Then t.p: Hnr\H/Hnl( -+ r\G/K defines
a modular symbol, Le. a dass ""'Irp E H2n (V, Q). Let r; be the Poincare dual of lPl

and (-r;)(nön) its (n, n)-type component. Then we have
Theorem: (r;)(n,n) = a .,., (a:::: vol(R n r \ H).

2. Let G = SU(n, l) and H = S(U(l) x U(n - 1,1». Let "7 E iI,1f E G the ir
red ucible standard unitary representation of Hand G, respectively. Consider the
space of intertwiners HOffiG(fi, Ind~(fJ)), and an image Im (T) of an element TI 0
in HomG(n, Ind~("7)). Choose a ](-type (0', Wq ) in Il. Then the image of Wq in
Im (T) defines a finite dimensional subspace S(Wq ) in Im (T).
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S. Sperber Zeta /unction 0/ a non-singular projective complete intersection
In joint work with Adolphson, we give a new proof of Mazur's theorem eomparing
the Newton Polylog of Frobenius and the Hodge Polygon by a different method. We
use instead twisted de Rham eohomology and are able to obtain Katz-conjecture
estimates in the affine and torie cases as weIl. In this approach we find the non
trivial interesting factor of the zeta function by considering a related exponential
surn and after some unwinding we recluce the ealculation of twisted de Rham eoho
rnology for this surn to eases studied in earHer work.

c. Szpiro Heights and discreteness
The conjecture 0/ Bogomolov: Subvarieties X of abelian varieties A not containing
torsion subvarieties of positive dimension are such that X(Q) C A(Q) is discrete for
the Neron-Tate height.
The equidistribution theorem
Let X be an arithmetie variety of dimension d, L an hermitian line bundle such that
L K is ample, Cl (Lq ) is positive for every place at infinity (1 : k -+ C and Cl (L)d = o.
Suppose (x n ) is a non-trivial sequenee with hr(xn ) -+ 0 and (x n ) is generie, than

1
----=:--"-":.- L Öy converges weakly
~ Gal (k/k(x n )) !/EGal(klk(z,,»

Cl (La )d-l

to dp = cdLo)d-l'
(This Th. is due to E. Ullmer, S. Zhang and Szpiro; to appear in Inventiones)
In the case of abelian varieties, we present the idea of, Ullmer and his proof of Bo
gomolov eonjecture in dirn l.
More work by S. Zhang: the proof of Bogomolov conjecture in all dimensions.

R. Taylor Moll 2 Icosahedral Representations
joint work with N. Shepherd-Barron
Results in the direetion of the generalized Shimura-Taniyama conjecture and Serre's
eonjecture are presented. In particular:
Theorem: A/Q simple ab. var. I</Q,oK Y End(A), [K : Q] = dim A. Ir there is a
prime A1I of 0K st.
-1:1 2
- A has semistable reduetion at I,
- PA,z : GO -+ Aut (A(A]) is surjective and modular,
then A is modular.
Theorem 1: Ir p : GO -+ GL2 (lF's) and det(p) =t:, the cyclotomic eharacater, and if
~pI3110, then p is modular.
Theorem 2: Ifp: GO -+ GL2 (F4 ) is unramified at 3 and 5, then pis modular.

s.-W. Zhang Equidistribution 0/ small points on abelian varieties
In my talk, I explained tbe consequences and tbe proof of tbe following theorem:
Theorem: Let A/[( be an abelian variety over a number field. Let (x n , n E N) be
a sequence of points in A(K). Assurne the following two conditions are satisfied:
a) No sequence of (x n , n E N) is eontained in a translate x + B of an abelian
subvariety B by a torsion point x.
b) With respect to some Neron-Tate beight h : A(Q} -+ R,one has h(xn } -+ 0 as n -+
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00. Then ror any embedding q : ]( '-+ C, the Galois orbits O(xn ) = Gal(1</ ]()xn

of X n are equistributed to the Haare measure dx on AO'(C) of volume 1: for any
continuous function f on AO'(C),

1 1-- E f(y) --? fdx.
~O(Xn) YEO(z.) A.(C)

Berichterstatterin: Annette Huber-Klawitter (Münster)
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